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INTRODUCTION
This report is a diagnosis of the escalation of invasions, deforestation

and forest degradation in the Indigenous Territory of Ituna-Itatá. Pressures
and threats increased during the pandemic, coinciding with the expiry of
the Land Protection Order (LPO) which should protect the territory, and
with the ongoing study of uncontacted Indigenous People which awaits the
completion of anthropological reports and expeditions to record the
presence of uncontacted Indigenous People there.

The environmental degradation, recorded in this territory through
deforestation monitoring systems, and the evaluation of policies (ie the
Rural Environmental Registry) and of development projects in the region (ie
Belo Monte hydroelectric dam), reveal the violation of Indigenous Peoples'
rights and the risk to the environmental and physical protection and food
security of these Indigenous groups, and of Covid-19 infection due to the
continuous presence of illegal settlers and loggers coming in and out of the
Indigenous Territory.

Unfortunately, the measures being taken by the Brazilian State to
contain these invasions are insu�cient. The data presented in this technical
report show the rising numbers of invaders, who continue (with an increase
in 2021) to illegally deforest the Ituna-Itatá Territory. This picture also
reveals the disregard for the legal regulations that protect this territory.
Thus, the removal of these invaders and frequent inspection operations
continue to be a necessary measure to protect this uncontacted Indigenous
People.
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ITUNA ITATÁ INDIGENOUS TERRITORY
 The Ituna Itatá Indigenous Territory (IT) is located in the

municipalities of Altamira and Senador José Porfírio, in the state of Pará
(Figure 1). The demarcation process of this IT dates back to 2011, the year in
which FUNAI established entry restrictions in the territory on the
movement and presence of people not on FUNAI's sta�, for a period of two
years from the date the Land Protection Order (LPO) was published. The
restrictions are in response to the technical information that point to the
presence of extremely vulnerable populations, namely, uncontacted
Indigenous People. At the end of the two-year period of the first LPO,
further LPOs were put in place with similar criteria published, and valid for
three years. In January 2022, the LPO protecting the Ituna Itatá IT will
expire.

Figure 1. Location of Indigenous Territories that have Land Protection Orders
(LPOs) about to expire. The Piripkura Indigenous Territory had its LPO renewed in

September 2021, but for a reduced period of only 6 months. Source: ISA.
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O�cial data from Prodes/Inpe (Measurement of Deforestation by

Remote Sensing/National Institute for Space Research) show that by July

2021, 22,076.6 hectares had already been deforested within the IT (Figure

2), which corresponds to 12.6 million trees felled. In the last three years of

measurement by the Prodes system alone (2019 to 2021), deforestation

carried out in the Ituna-Itatá IT represented 84.5% of the total deforested in

the IT. In other words, of the 22,000 hectares illegally deforested within the

Ituna-Itatá Indigenous Territory to date, the vast majority, (18,600

hectares) of this deforestation occurred in the last three years, which

coincides with the period of the government of Jair Bolsonaro.

Figure 2. Deforestation in the Ituna-Itatá Indigenous Territory between 2010 and
2021. Data for 2021 refer to the estimate by Prodes (Measurement of Deforestation

by Remote Sensing). Source: Deforestation (Prodes/Inpe).

Figures 3a and 3b below show how most of the years in which the
Land Protection Orders expire/are renewed, illegal deforestation within the
IT increases when compared to the previous year, as a result of the lack of
inspection operations, as well as the expectations and speculation of the
invaders about the non-renewal of the LPOs.
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Figure 3a. Deforestation in the Ituna-Itatá Indigenous Territory between 2010 and
2016. The red arrow indicates the year of the first Land Protection Order and the

black arrows indicate the year of validity/renewal of the following Land Protection
Orders. Source: Deforestation (Prodes/Inpe) and legal status of IT (ISA).

Figure 3b. Deforestation in the Ituna-Itatá Indigenous Territory between 2010 and
2016. The black arrow indicates the year of validity/renewal of the following Land
Protection Order. Source: Deforestation (Prodes/Inpe) and legal status of IT (ISA).
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The Ituna-Itatá Indigenous Territory is part of a region under strong
pressure from drivers of colonization and land grabbing coming from the
cities of Altamira and Anapú. The construction of the Belo Monte
hydroelectric dam strongly heated up the rural real estate market in the
region. As a direct consequence of this process, deforestation rates in the
region soared after the construction of the dam began in 2011. This growing
pressure resulted in significant deforestation in the indigenous territory
from 2014 onwards, until it reached the critical levels that we describe in
this report.

In 2018 (28 March 2018), the Instituto Socioambiental carried out a
monitoring overflight over the IT, where deforested areas within it were
analyzed. There is a complex network of roads that connects the di�erent
areas of deforestation. Stacks of logs were spotted, evidence of the existence
of timber management in the interdicted area. The buildings detected
(mostly precarious shacks or camps) serve as a base for gangs of workers to
carry out deforestation work or to build more roads.

The analysis of rural properties registered in the Rural Environmental
Registry System (SICAR) of the Brazilian Forestry Service and superimposed
on the Ituna-Itatá Indigenous Territory, shows the existence of 222
irregular CAR registrations, totaling more than 133,000 hectares (133,741
ha) overlapping with the boundaries of the IT (or 93.8% of the total area of
  the IT). This data from CAR showing illegal occupation demonstrates that
the IT is under strong pressure for the purpose of illegal land appropriation.
Figure 4 below shows deforestation, carried out between 2018 and 2020,
within the irregular CAR records overlapping with the Ituna-Itatá IT. We
can see the continuous growth of deforestation over time.
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Figure 4. Deforestation in rural properties registered with SICAR (Rural
Environmental Registry System), located within the Ituna-Itatá Indigenous

Territory. The ten graphs show deforestation, between 2018 and 2020, recorded by
the SIRAD-X (ISA) system within the illegal CAR (Rural Environmental Resgisty)

records. Source: Deforestation (SIRAD-X/Rede Xingu +).

Invaders of the Ituna-Itatá Indigenous Territory have an illegal
energy supply provided by Equatorial Energia (formerly Celpa). IBAMA
(Brazilian Institute of Environment and Renewable Resources) found
electricity transmission poles in the villages of illegal squatters located
inside the IT. There are at least eight electricity points installed for
non-Indigenous people inside the indigenous territory. To install this type
of infrastructure, the company would need to carry out the licensing and
obtain authorization from the responsible bodies – which did not happen.
IBAMA notified Equatorial Energia asking it to remove the illegal
infrastructure, but nothing has been done so far.

Furthermore, the IT is under pressure from two mining applications
registered with the National Mining Agency; one for gold (applicant
Agropecuária Serra Alta Eireli) and the other for phosphate (applicant
Mineração Santarém Ltda.). The two mining applications cover an area of
  655.8 hectares within the IT.

28 January 2022.
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